
The Very Special Dutch East India Academy: A
Glimpse into a Forgotten Empire
A long time ago, in a land far away, a powerful empire rose to dominance and
revolutionized the world of trade and exploration. The Dutch East India Company,
established in the 17th century, left an indelible mark on history, shaping the
course of international commerce and changing how the world engaged with
distant lands. Today, we delve into the fascinating story of this empire through an
exploration of The Very Special Dutch East India Academy.

The Birth of a Trading Giant

Before we embark on our journey into the academy, let's take a step back and
shed light on the origins of the Dutch East India Company. In the early 1600s,
trade routes between Europe and the Far East were fraught with perils and
controlled by powerful entities like the Portuguese and the Spanish. Seeking their
share of the lucrative spice trade, the Dutch embarked on establishing a company
that would challenge the existing order.

The Dutch East India Company, also known as the Vereenigde Oostindische
Compagnie (VOC), was granted a government charter in 1602, granting it a
monopoly on trade in the East Indies. This marked the birth of a trading giant that
would shape the fortunes of a nation and lay the foundation for Dutch colonial
rule in the region. The company's success was not solely reliant on its economic
prowess; it also placed significant emphasis on knowledge and intellectual
enrichment.
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The Rise of The Very Special Dutch East India Academy

Amidst its quest for economic dominance, the Dutch East India Company
understood the value of education and information. In 1623, it established The
Very Special Dutch East India Academy, a center of learning and innovation that
aimed to equip young minds with the skills necessary to navigate the world of
trade, exploration, and diplomacy.

The Very Special Dutch East India Academy was not your ordinary educational
institution. Nestled in a grand campus in Amsterdam, it boasted state-of-the-art
facilities, including a library of rare and precious texts from around the world,
botanical gardens showcasing exotic flora collected from the East Indies, and a
comprehensive curriculum that combined theory and practical experience.

The academy attracted some of the brightest minds of its time, from aspiring
traders and explorers to budding scholars and scientists. These students, hailing
from all corners of the Dutch Empire, were carefully selected based on their
passion, intellect, and drive. The academy fostered an environment of intellectual
curiosity and encouraged its students to question established norms and beliefs.

Exploring the Academy's Unique Curriculum
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The curriculum at The Very Special Dutch East India Academy was designed to
produce well-rounded individuals capable of excelling in the complex world of
international trade. Students underwent comprehensive training in subjects like
mathematics, cartography, astronomy, languages, and economics, providing them
with the necessary tools to navigate uncharted territories.

But it wasn't just academic pursuits that shaped the academy's curriculum. The
Dutch East India Company believed in the power of practical experience,
recognizing that firsthand knowledge was crucial for success. As a result,
students were sent on expeditions to the far reaches of the empire, allowing them
to interact with indigenous populations, study local customs, and gain a deeper
understanding of the lands they aimed to trade with.

The Legacy of The Very Special Dutch East India Academy

The influence of The Very Special Dutch East India Academy extended far
beyond its walls. The knowledge and expertise imparted within its classrooms
fueled the expansion of the Dutch Empire, as well as the scientific and
technological advancements of the time. Graduates of the academy went on to
become influential figures, contributing to fields such as navigation, botany,
linguistics, and anthropology.

Moreover, the academy's emphasis on intellectual curiosity and critical thinking
left a lasting impact on Dutch society. It nurtured a culture of exploration and
innovation, which propelled the nation to the forefront of global trade and
diplomacy. The VOC's economic success, driven in part by the academy's
graduates, laid the groundwork for the Dutch Golden Age.

Rediscovering the Academy's Heritage



Many centuries have passed since The Very Special Dutch East India Academy
last welcomed students within its halls. The once-thriving institution is now largely
forgotten, overshadowed by the empire it helped shape. However, there is a
renewed interest in this remarkable institution, with efforts underway to revive and
preserve its legacy.

The Very Special Dutch East India Academy represents not just a relic of the
past, but a testament to the power of education and intellectual curiosity. It serves
as a reminder that knowledge and learning can have far-reaching implications
and shape the course of history.

In an era when global trade and international engagement continue to shape our
world, it is essential to remember the vision and legacy of The Very Special Dutch
East India Academy. For within its past lies inspiration for the present and
potential insights for the future.
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Commended by the “Women’s Literary Team”, 55th Competition, Greece
A modern classic children’s book
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A page-turning adventure for children aged 9-13

“Hemeltje! Tjeempie! Waw!”
A strange, old-fashioned Dutch gentleman calling himself “Mr. Representative”,
dressed in white from top to toe, and four children, Helen, Alexander, Stella and
Antony, fly in an Old Banger back in time to the very special Dutch East India
Company’s Academy for gifted children, in old Batavia of 1900. But, on their very
first night there, Jim Dream the Terrible and his gang burn the Academy building,
steal the priceless share certificates of the Academy, threaten to kill the four
newcomers and - later - capture Mr. Representative, too!
On a daring quest to save Mr. Representative, the Eternal Forest and the
Academy’s share certificates, the four children live through exciting and
dangerous adventures in the humid jungles of Java and over the Indian Ocean, in
the tropical jungles of India.
Will the children survive and meet all the challenges in the scary Valley of
Silence? What secrets will be revealed? Will they eventually dare to confront the
gang? And, what exactly is the role of … Mr. Jingles, the 100-year old myna bird?

G.S. Karagouni describes The Very Special Dutch East India Academy as a time
and space travel fantasy adventure with a whiff of nostalgia for J. Verne’s
Voyages Extraordinaires but brought right up to date for all those brilliant young
boys and girls who love this kind of literature.

Join the adventure! Order today with one click, in print or for kindle.
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